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THE staging of the 2021 edition of the Rotary Club of Kingston's Annual Golf Tournament at Caymanas Golf
& Country Club raised its targeted $1 million to help finance two additional projects for this ...
Rotary Club of Kingston golf tourney raises $1million for charities
The Morning Ledger provides daily news and insights on corporate finance from the CFO Journal ...
production in the coming years, said Richard Shannon, a senior research analyst at Craig-Hallum ...
Luminar’s CFO Aims to Conserve Cash as Company Begins Commercial Production
This is the concluding article of a three-part series. Part 1 was When the US risks being leapfrogged ,
and Part 2 was How the US R & D model was wea ...
Better matching of talent, capital is key to renewed US prowess
President Biden and Vice President Kamala Harris in the White House Thursday, following remarks on the
bipartisan agreement on infrastructure. WASHINGTON—Democrats face a daunting task: turning ...
Democrats Focus on Turning Tax Talk Into Action
Deepen your skills and gain an understanding of current trends in capital markets and corporate finance
to increase value and improve ... He is the 2011 recipient of the Richard J. Daley Award. The ...
The Executive Finance Program
Forty one lecturers of Ghana's two oldest public universities and a new entrant dominate the list of top
50 lecturers in Ghana. In its ...
UG, UHAS dominate top 50 lecturers' list in Ghana
The U.S. Senate returned on Monday to one of its most ambitious agendas in years, with Democratic
President Joe Biden seeking trillions of dollars in infrastructure spending and Republicans promising
...
U.S. Senate faces 'hell of a fight' amid doubts over infrastructure investments
Developer Richard Lake is indicating that by the end of this month (July 2021), all units in the
120-unit third phase of the Portmore Marina will be ready for handover. The developer is also about to
...
Lake to deliver Portmore Marina high-rise units in July; to begin new developments soon
The G-20 finance ministers gave their backing to the global tax deal at their meeting over the weekend,
checking another box as negotiators try to finalize the details by this fall. And as our Melissa ...
Tough timeline in global tax talks
Free-from brand Gosh is close to sealing a £50m deal with a new owner after it revived a three-year long
M&A process amid soaring demand for plant-based foods ...
City snapshot: Gosh closes in on £50m buyout
APO Group ( the leading Pan-African communications consultancy and press release distribution service,
and World Rugby’s African association, Rugby Africa ( are delighted to announce the jury panel ...
APO Group announces stunning jury for the inaugural Rugby Africa Media and Photography Awards
VENICE - Countries should be able to tax a quarter of big multinationals’ profits no matter where they
are earned, France proposed on Saturday at a G20 finance ministers meeting focused on overhauling ...
REUTERS NEWS SCHEDULE AT 10p.m. GMT/6p.m. ET
What started in Rimac’s garage and had just eight employees 10 years ago, now has 850 employees. It has
its headquarters in Sveta Nedelja near Zagreb, Croatia, which it moved into in 2013. When it ...
Bugatti’s new owner: What is Rimac?
A consortium led by US private equity group Fortress Investment Group has agreed a deal for the UK
supermarket chain.
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UK Duo Lead On Morrisons' £6.3B Takeover
Inner Spirit Holdings Ltd. ("Inner Spirit" or the "Company") (CSE: ISH) (OTCQB: INSHF), a Canadian
company that has established a national network of Spiritleaf retail cannabis stores, today announced
...
Inner Spirit Holdings Celebrates Opening 100th Spiritleaf Cannabis Store
S&P Global is integrating ESG, climate and SDG datasets and even post-Covid analysis, Richard Mattison,
CEO of Trucost, part of S&P Global, tells Environmental Finance. Environmental Finance: Covid-19 ...
A sustainable future post COVID
PCS Research Group is launching "The Cryptocurrency Compendium Compilation", a research service by
Murray Stahl focused on the cryptocurrency space.
Pioneer Cryptocurrency Investor Launches Research Service with PCS Research Group
When women were asked by Women in Banking & Finance, a nonprofit group in London ... Digital journalists
at NBC News, a corporate sibling of MSNBC, unionized in 2019 with the NewsGuild of New ...
‘Mediocre’ men get ahead in finance more easily, say women in the industry.
The round was led by returning d1g1t investor CI Financial Corp. and included two new institutional
investors: National Bank of Canada's corporate ... selected for the 12th edition of its Women ...
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